Emerging Legal issues in international sports

1. Gender discrimination and gender classification in international sports: the case of the IAAF Regulations

The Dutee Chand case against the IAAF Hyperandrogenism Regulations – from the Court of Arbitration for Sport Award and beyond.

1. The CAS Award 2014/A/3759

2. After the CAS Award

3. The Caster Semenya request for arbitration against the IAAF Eligibility Regulations for Female Classification – IAAF Statement

4. IAAF Eligibility Regulations for the Female Classification of 23 April 2018 (coming into effect as from 1 November 2018)
2. Doping cases – beyond the Russians

a) The Guerrero Case (CAS, FIFA, cocaine)

The CAS Award 2018/A/5546 & 5571

b) The Alizé Cornet case (Sport Resolutions UK, ITF, whereabouts failure)

The ITF Independent Tribunal Decision

3. Third-Party Ownership in European Soccer – The Doyen & Seraing FC Judicial Saga in Europe

1. The CAS Award 2016/A/4490 (in French)

2. D. Mavromati’s post on the Brussels Court of Appeal of August 2018

3. D. Mavromati’s post on the Swiss Federal Tribunal Decision of February 2018

4. The Swiss Federal Tribunal Decision (in English, Free Translation from French)

4. The European Court of Human Rights Decision in the Cases Mutu & Pechstein v. Switzerland: does the CAS provide a fair hearing to athletes?

1. The ECHR Decision rendered on October 2, 2018 (in French)

2. CAS Statement in the Case Mutu & Pechstein v. Switzerland